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Ripple and kink dynamics

H. Caps and N. Vandewalle
GRASP, Institut de Physique B5, Universite´ de Liège, B-4000 Lie`ge, Belgium

~Received 6 June 2001; published 20 September 2001!

We propose a relevant modification of the Nishimori-Ouchi model@Phys. Rev. Lett.71, 197 ~1993!# for
granular landscape erosion. We explicitly introduce an additional parameter: the angle of reposeu r , and an
additional process: avalanches. We show that theu r parameter leads to an asymmetry of the ripples, as
observed in natural patterns. The temporal evolution of the maximum ripple heighthmax is limited and not
linear according to recent observations. The ripple symmetry and the kink dynamics are studied and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation of ripples due to the wind blowing across
sand bed@1# is a complex phenomenon involving variou
mechanisms such as air turbulence, nonlinear fluxes of s
saltation, grain ejection threshold, creeping and avalanch

Different models@2–5# for ripple formation have been
proposed. Some of those models consider both hopping
rolling of grains, and they are able to reproduce travel
ripple structures. Simulations@6# have also considered var
ous additional effects like the screening of crests, the g
reptation, and the existence of a grain ejection threshold

The Nishimori-Ouchi~NO! model@3# is able to reproduce
a wide variety of different eolian structures: ripples, s
dunes, barkhanic dunes, etc. The main advantage of su
numerical model is that all parameters can be easily tu
and the dynamics can be deeply investigated. In a re
work @7#, we have shown that the NO model reproduces
complex labyrinthic patterns created in some experime
@8#. However, the NO model leads to unrealistic featur
Among others, a cube of sand can be stable within the
model. It is possible to create aeolian structures with an
finite height. In fact, the existence of a critical angle is lac
ing in the NO model.

In the following section, we will propose a modificatio
of the NO model in order to impose a more realistic co
straint to granular surfaces. In Sec. III, we will study how t
ripple formation depends on the various parameters of
model. In Sec. IV, the dynamics of the proposed model w
be studied and will be confronted to various situations.
nally, a summary of our findings will be given in Sec. V.

II. MODELS

In this section, we present two two-dimensional models
granular landscape evolution.

A. Nishimori-Ouchi

In the Nishimori-Ouchi model@3#, two modes of granular
transport are considered:~i! saltation and~ii ! reptation. The
saltation process acts along thex axis. It takes grains from a
site (x2l ,y) and adds these grains to a site (x,y). The value
of the saltation lengthl (x,y) depends on the local slope o
the landscape at (x,y). In this model, the saltation grains a
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captured by the surface when they touch it. The granular
Qsalt due to the saltation process can be written as

Qsalt5AE
x2l

x

N~x8,y!dx8, ~1!

whereN(x,y) is the amount of sand per time unit and su
face unit at the position (x,y). A is a dimensionless constan
parameter.

The NO model also considers a two-dimensional dif
sion process, i.e., thereptation. The amount of sand dis
placed at (x,y) is supposed to be proportional to the loc
curve of the surface at that position. The fluxQrept due to the
reptation reads

Qrept5D“h, ~2!

with a kind of diffusion coefficientD. The mass conservatio
imposes

]h

]t
52“Q, ~3!

whereQ5Qsalt1Qrept . Therefore, the temporal evolutio
of the heighth of sand at the position (x,y) reads

]h~x,y,t !

]t
5AFN~x2l ,y!S 12

]l ~x,y!

]x D2N~x,y!G1DDh.

~4!

As in the NO model@3#, we have assumed that the loc
slope ~along thex direction! mainly controls the sand flux
Qsalt . Experimentally @1#, one observes that the wind i
stronger on the crests. As a consequence, the amount of
placed sand is larger around the crests. This effect can
included in the NO model by assuming

]Qsalt

]x
5dS 11tanh

]h

]xD S 11«2tanh
]h

]xD ~5!

where the parametersd and « give, respectively, the scal
factor of the saltation flux and the nonzero asymptotic qu
tity of sand displaced when]h/]x.0. The saltation length
l is represented by the factor@ tanh(]h/]x)11#. This assumes
that l is maximum on the crest and that small saltati
jumps take place on the downstream part of the ripple.
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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H. CAPS AND N. VANDEWALLE PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041302
We have numerically solved the NO model on tw
dimensionnal square lattices starting from an initially pla
landscape. At each time step, a randomly chosen site is
mitted to both saltation and reptation processes@Eqs.~4! and
~5!#. Figure 1 shows the maximum heighthmax reached by
the profile as a function of timet. Time is expressed in nu
merical steps~iterations!.

One observes that~i! the growth of the maximum heigh
hmax is linear and~ii ! there is no saturation. This means th
ripples become infinitely high. This unrealistic behavi
comes from the right hand side of Eq.~4!. Indeed, when the
first term becomes larger, the sand deposit becomes m
important than the relaxation. As time goes on, a net gro
of the profile is thus recorded. This situation will rema
unchanged since the ratio between deposit and relaxatio
fixed once by the values ofd, «, andD. Consequently,hmax
growsad infinitum. One should note that this pathology im
plies the possibility of making cubes of sand since noth
prohibits vertical walls. In order to get a more realistic sit
ation, an additional term should be included in the N
model.

B. Saltation creep avalanche

Granular materials are characterized by theangle of re-
poseu r @9#. If the slope of a granular pile exceeds tan(u r) an
avalanche is created and stabilizes the surface. The ang
repose depends on the grain characteristics: size distribu
shape, rugosity, and density. Typically, this angleu r is about
37° for sand@1,9#. Since it is an intrinsic property of the
granular material, the relevant parameteru r should be con-
sidered in numerical models.

Let us consider a square lattice with discrete spatial v
ables x and y. The stability condition with respect to th
angle of reposeu r reads

uhx2hx11u,tan~u r !,

uhy2hy11u,tan~u r !, ~6!

FIG. 1. Evolution of the maximum heighthmax of the surface as
a function of timet in the case of the NO model. The simulatio
parameters are :d525, D50.4, and«50.3. The lattice size is
1013101.
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where the left hand side is the discrete counterpart of
spatial derivative of the height of sandh at the position
(x,y). If Eq. ~6! is not verified for a specific direction (x or
y), an avalanche occurs as illustrated in Fig. 2. In this ca
the excess of sandE5tan(u)2tan(u r) @with tan(u)5]h/] i ,
with i 5x or i 5y depdending on which condition~6! is not
verified# is supposed to be equitably distributed betweenx
andx11 if the avalnche occure in that direction. The sam
applies for they direction. Taking those considerations in
account, Eq.~4! becomes

]h~x,y,t !

]t
5AFN~x2l ,y!S 12

]l ~x,y!

]x D2N~x,y!G
1Q~E!

E

2
1DDh, ~7!

whereQ is the Heaviside step function and

E5u“hu2tan~u r !. ~8!

The proposed model is called the saltation-creep-avalan
~SCA! model. It will be investigated in the present paper a
numerical results will be compared with respect to NO lan
scapes. One should note that we have numerically solved
~7! using the same flux law~5! as in the original NO model.

III. RIPPLE FORMATION

In this section, we investigate the influence of the fo
parametersd, «, D, andu r on the formation of the ripples in
the SCA model. All the simulations presented herebelow
made on 1503150 square lattices. The evolution of the lan
scape is typically stopped after 107 iterations. The default
parameter values ared512.5, «50.3, D50.4, and u r
537°.

A. Flux parameter d

The saltation process obeys Eq.~5! in which the param-
eter d controls the fluxQsalt . A small arbitrary value ofd
implies that small amounts of sand are displaced along sm
saltation lengths, while larger values ofd lead to a more
important transport of sand over long distances. Experim

FIG. 2. Avalanches lead to a profile stabilization:~Left! the
local slope tan(u) is larger than the critical value tan(u r), the sur-
face is unstable.~Right! The avalanche brings the local slope to
new stable value tan(u r). Note thatE5u“hu2tan(u r).
2-2
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RIPPLE AND KINK DYNAMICS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 041302
tally @1# one observes that the ripple wavelength~the dis-
tance between two consecutive crests! grows with the salta-
tion lengthl .

We have performed simulations varyingd from 1 to 100.
For very small values of the parameter (d,7), no ripple
appears and the surface remains irregular. This thresho
not encountered in the NO model and is certainly due to
angle of repose. For small values of the flux parameter,
enough sand is displaced and the surface is continuo
smoothed by avalanches.

Above this thresholdd.7, a set of several ripples ap
pears. The density of ripples depends ond. The largerd is,
the smaller is the density of ripples. For example, afte
3106 iterations, the density of ripples is 0.04 ford510,
while there is only a single ripple~density of 0.006! if d
585. The SCA model is thus in good agreement with obs
vations: the wavelength of the ripple pattern grows with
saltation lengthl . In the case of the NO model, the dens
of ripples grows nonlinearly withd in opposition with ex-
perimental observations.

B. Asymmetry parameter «

In the SCA model, we have assumed a nonzero value
the flux of sandQsalt displaced on the stoss slopes~which
are upstream! of the ripples@see Eq.~5!#. This hypothesis is
supported by numerical results@3#. If the parameter« is non-
zero, the saltation flux becomes asymmetric~see Fig. 3!.
Sand is always taken from the stoss slope, whileQsalt tends
to zero on the lee slope. This comes from the fact that s
on the lee slope is confined to wind vortices.

Practically, we have considered values of« ranging from
0 to 2. Our observations are:~i! no ripple appears if«50;
~ii ! for small values of« ~typically 0,«,0.2), ondulations
appear in the landscape;~iii ! as« becomes larger, the num
ber of ripples present in the system grows~from 5 at «
50.5–11 for«51.8). Moreover, ripples are more asymme
ric ~windward slopes smaller than downstream slopes! for
large values of«. We will study this asymmetry in Sec. IV

In the case of the NO model we observe:~i! if «50 very
small ripples appear;~ii ! when the parameter reaches

FIG. 3. The normalized saltation fluxQsalt /d of Eq. ~5! as a
function of the spatial derivative“h of the height of sandh. Dif-
ferent values of the parameter« are illustrated.
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threshold«.0.2 larger ripples appears. Note that the wav
length of the ripples does not depend on« above that thresh-
old. The fact that ripples appear for«50 in the NO model
and do not appear within the SCA model is due to the ex
tence of an angle of repose. Indeed, avalanches ten
smooth the landscape.

In summary, the fluxQsalt should be asymmetric in orde
to create ripples. For positive slopes, a minimum value
this flux is required.

C. Reptation coefficientD

The parameterD plays the role of a diffusion coefficien
for smoothing the irregularities along the surface. We ha
considered values ofD ranging from 0 to 1. Once again, n
ripple appears for very small values of that parameter. Rip
appearance is allowed in the interval 0.1<D<0.5. If D
,0.1 the surface remains irregular. There is nearly no in
action between the cells because of the small diffusion co
ficient. Note that the same behavior is observed in the
model. As D becomes larger, the ripple wavelength i
creases. Finally, forD.0.5 the diffusion coefficient be-
comes too large and the surface remains smooth and flat
the NO model, no ripple appears whenD.1.8, a larger
value than in the case of the SCA model.

D. Angle of reposeu r

ParametersD andu r are intrinsic parameters of the gran
lar material, whiled and« should be related to the wind. A
each iteration, the reptation acts and moves grains. On
other hand, an avalanche occurs if and only if the local slo
of the surface exceeds the angle of repose. The role pla
by bothD andu r parameters is thus different:D is a diffu-
sion coefficient, which controls the flow of sand betwe
neighboring cells, while the angle of reposeu r governs the
local slope of the granular surface.

We considered typical values ofu r between 20° and 40°
For ripples of the same wavelength, we have noted that sm
angles of repose imply small ripple heights. The angle
repose is thus responsible of the value of the ratiohmax/l,
wherel is the ripple wavelength. Indeed, a slope larger th
tan(u r) is reduced to a value tan(u r) by avalanches. We hav
also noted the appearance of ripples for all tested value
u r .

IV. RIPPLE DYNAMICS

In this section, we investigate the dynamics of the SC
model. Three different aspects will be considered: the rip
height, the ripple shape, and the formation of kinks. Aga
the default parameters values ared512.5, «50.3, D50.4,
andu r537°.

A. Ripple amplitude hmax

Figure 4 presents the temporal evolution of the maxim
ripple heighthmax in the case of the SCA model. One shou
note the saturation ofhmax for long times. This figure should
be compared with Fig. 1.
2-3
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H. CAPS AND N. VANDEWALLE PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041302
In Fig. 4 many gaps can be observed in the early stage
evolution. Those gaps come from the absorption of sm
ripples by the largest ones. Since a small ripple travels fa
than a large one@1#, the large ripple tends to absorb th
small. Figure 5 presents the evolution of a part of the latt
for different stages of the simulation. For each picture
transverse view of the landscape is shown. One should
that the merge occurs as follows. First, the small rip
climbs on the larger one. The arrival of the small ripple
the crest causes an avalanche. A part of the small ripple
in the avalanche, while the remainder feeds the larger on
results in a fast growth of the largest ripple even if it mov
slowly.

Asymptotically, only one ripple occupies the whole la
tice, and the time needed for a global merge becomes la
asd decreases. Ifd is large, the initial density of ripples is
small. In this case the global merge is obtained after a sm
number of collapses. In opposition, a large number of mer
is necessary for small values ofd. If one assumes that rippl
collapse is a size independent process, one can under
that the global merge is faster whend@1.

The main characteristics ofhmax(t) are ~i! gaps in the
early stages of ripple formation, and~ii ! a saturation for long
times. Looking for details in Fig. 4 one could see that ga
are allways followed by the same kind of growth. Indeed,
maximum ripple height evolves according to an exponen
growth law

hmax5a2b expS 2t

c D , ~9!

wherea, b, andc are fitting parameters. This law is shown
Fig. 4. One should see that the fit has been performed a
the primary gaps, e.g., fort.107 iterations.

In summary, we have seen that, contrary to the N
model, the SCA model naturally leads to a nonlinear evo

FIG. 4. Evolution of the maximum heighthmax of the landscape
as a function of timet in the case of the SCA model. The data ha
been fitted using Eq.~9!. The fit parameters area5230.860.6, b
5377.363, andc51.33310760.013107. The simulation param-
eters are the sames as those of Fig. 1. The angle of reposeu r

537°. When all ripples have merged, the system contains only
ripple for which the height is limited by the angle of repose.
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tion of hmax. Note that this kind of behavior has been e
perimentally observed in@10,11#. Moreover, the SCA mode
predicts a saturation ofhmax after a finite time, as expecte
and observed. The saturation value depends essentiall
u r . The larger isu r , the higher are the ripples.

B. Ripple aspect ratio s

Under a nonoscillating wind, a ripple has generally
asymmetric shape@1,8#. The stoss slope is indeed small
than the lee slope. In Fig. 6, the profile of the ripples
shown for both NO and SCA models. Ripples are more sy
metric in the NO model than in the SCA model.

In order to measure the aspect ratios of a ripple, we have
measured the ratio of the horizontal projections of both si
of the ripples. Let us callxs the projection of the stoss slop
on the horizontalx axis, andxl the projection of the lee
slope. The apect ratio of a ripple is defined as

s5
xs

xl
. ~10!

The measure ofs is averaged over all the ripples of th
landscape. Ifs51 the ripples are symmetric, whilesÞ1
implies an asymmetry.

e

FIG. 5. The merge of two ripples. The wind blows from left
right. The profile of the landscape is shown below each pictu
~Top row! The smallest ripple travels faster than the largest o
~Second row! The small ripple climbs on the large one.~Third row!
An avalanche is initiated by the arrival of the small ripple on t
crest.~Bottom row! The small ripple ‘‘feeds’’ the large one. Note
that the profiles have been rescaled in order to be compared.
2-4
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RIPPLE AND KINK DYNAMICS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 041302
In Fig. 7, the temporal evolution ofs for both NO and
SCA models are reported. Typical values ofs range between
1 and 5 in the SCA model. In the NO model,s remains close
to 1.

In the case of the SCA model, one should note thas
grows linearly with time and then remains close to a satu
tion value. The appearance of a saturation seems cohe
since only one ripple occupies the whole lattice after a fin
time. The angle of repose limits the height of that ripple a
its morphology.

In order to compare the four parameter dependencies
s, we have considered a reference situation that corresp
to the default parameters. Varying the value of a param
while keeping constant the others allows us to define
influence of that parameter on the temporal evolution of
aspect ratio. Here below, we describe the results obtained
each of the four parametersd, «, D, and u r . One should
note that in all cases, the temporal evolution ofs begins with
a quasilinear law, followed by a saturation.

The aspect ratio increases with the parameterd. Since the
ripple wavelength directly depends ond, this result means

FIG. 6. Heighth of sand~in arbitrary units! as a function of the
spatial coordinatex. Both NO and SCA models are shown. Th
curves have been rescaled in order to be compared.

FIG. 7. Temporal evolution of the aspect ratios. Both NO and
SCA models are illustrated. The parameter values ared512, «
50.3, D50.4, andu r537°.
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that small ripples are less asymmetric than large ones. T
result is in good agreement with observations@1,8#.

Figure 8 presents the temporal evolution of the asp
ratio s for different values of«. One can see that sma
ripples~for small« values! are less asymmetric. Indeed,s is
larger for«51 than for«50.3. We have seen in Sec. III B
that the ripple wavelength becomes larger as« increases.
One should also note thats saturates more rapidly when« is
small. This is consistent with the fact that the time need
for a global merge is shorter in case of large ripples.

As observed ford and «, the aspect ratio follows any
variation of D. This results is in agreement with those o
served previously in this section. Indeed, we have seen
Sec. III D that the ripple wavelength increases asD becomes
larger.

We have taken realistic values ofu r between 30° and 40°
The aspect ratios is found to be independant of the value
u r . This result is outside the scope of this paper and will
studied in future.

C. Kink dynamics

Although the wind blows in a single direction, the resu
ing ripples are not strictly perpendicular to the wind dire
tion. There are defects. Two different classes of defects
be found:kinks that are fusion points of two crests andan-
tikinks that are endings of crests. In Ref.@7#, we have studied
in the NO model how defects modify a landscape morph
ogy when a brutal change occurs in the wind direction. W
have also shown in Ref.@7# that under a constant wind di
rection the density of defects decreases as time goes o
the present section we will focus on the processes leadin
this decrease in the SCA model.

After extensive simulations we conclude that some kin
can propagate during very long times while others disapp
quite rapidly.

The disappearance of a defect mainly occurs whe
ripple is split into two inequitable parts~see an example in
Fig. 9!. The small branch moves faster than the larger o
and climbs on it following the merging dynamics describ

FIG. 8. Temporal evolution of the aspect ratios in the case of
the SCA model. Different values of« are illustrated.
2-5
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H. CAPS AND N. VANDEWALLE PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041302
in Sec. IV A. Reaching the crest the small branch creates
avalanche. The sand rolling on the lee slope may be c
tured. If the amount of sand escaped from this avalanch
small, the defect disappears and the small branch vanis
After this process the number of defects is reduced. If
defects show this kind of behavior the defect density w
rapidly tend to zero. However, this is not the case@7#.

The propagation of a kink takes place when a suffici
amount of sand escapes from the avalanche. This is the
when the branches are quite long. In the emphasized pa
Fig. 10, one can see the ending of a small ripple. The
tremity of the ripple moves faster than the main part. T
merge~second image! is accompanied by an avalanche. A
seen in the previous paragraph, sand is expelled out of
avalanche. But here, the amount of sand is sufficient to
ate a new ripple. The merging/propagation process is t
repeated on the next ripple.

Let us consider a branch of lengthl b . The merge of this
branch with a larger ripple causes a decrease of the bra
length since a part of the branch has been owned by
ripple. When a second meeting occurs,l b is once again
reduced. As a consequence, the initial length of the branc
a relevant parameter in order to predict the lifetime o
defect. For example, a kink of initial lengthl b565 can typi-
cally propagate during 9.53105 iterations, while a kink of
initial length l b523 has a life expectancy of 2.53105 itera-
tions. One should note that those lifetimes mainly depend
the diffusion coefficientD and the avalanche process.

FIG. 9. The disappearance of a kink.~Top row! The smallest
branch of the ripple climbs on the main part.~Bottom row! The
avalanche feeds the ripple and the branch vanishes.
e
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In Ref. @7#, we have found a nonzero asymptotic value f
the defect density. The existence of propagating kinks gi
a picture of this behavior. The relevant ingredient for ki
disappearance being the length of the branch.

V. SUMMARY

We have introduced additional ingredients in t
Nishimori-Ouchi ~NO! model: the existence of an angle o
reposeu r and subsequent avalanches when the local slopu
is larger thanu r . The given model reproduces realistic fe
tures of aeolian ripples such as a nonlinear evolution of
ripple amplitudehmax. The origin of this behavior has bee
explained by the merge of ripples traveling at differe
speeds. Increasing the saltation length, we have observe
increase in the ripple wavelength in agreement with obse
tions. In the case of a constant wind orientation, natu
ripples are asymmetric. This feature has also been re
duced by the given model.

Studying the kink dynamics, we have shown the coex
ence of two kinds of kink evolution: propagation and disa
pearance. The defect initial length has been proposed
relevant parameter in order to predict the lifetime of th
defect. From this result, the existence of a nonz
asymptotic value of the kink density has been explained.
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FIG. 10. The propagation of a kink. The defect is expell
downstream.
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